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The quickest & easiest way
to create expense reports
FOCUS: ABUKAI lets people focus on their jobs and mission no matter how remote
ABUKAI Expenses allows users to focus on their jobs and what they are meant to do,
instead of countless hours of bookkeeping, accounting and paperwork.
Users just take photos of their receipts, hit “submit” and receive the finished expense
report. ABUKAI fills out all the information needed in the report for them and
automatically labels and arranges the receipt images.
Furthermore, the way ABUKAI is designed, ABUKAI does not need Internet connectivity
to collect expenses. Users can take pictures of their receipts even in the most remote
locations without connectivity.
ABUKAI only needs to connect when the user hits “submit,” sending the data to ABUKAI
to create the finished expense report. ABUKAI can connect through whatever network
your mobile device uses, including both cellular networks or Wi-Fi. This also allows users
to avoid roaming charges when travelling internationally by submitting receipts over
Wi-Fi at hotels, airports or when they are back in their home country. There is no need
to fill out online forms, or use special office equipment to get the expense reports done.
This makes ABUKAI ideal for use in remote environments!

ABUKAI Customer:

Case Example: In 2002, Kate Evans started
research on elephants in the Okavango
Elephants for Africa
Delta, with the help and support of
Elephant Back Safaris (EBS) and the Ministry
of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism. Her
research is focused on adolescent male
elephants and the transition from herd to
bull life with an emphasis on research into the viability of releasing elephants into the
wild from a captive environment. The charity, Elephants For Africa, was set up in 2007 to
support this research, a scholarship program and an outreach education program.
Before ABUKAI, Kate had to collect all the receipts for the charity expenses, scan them in,
manually convert all the currencies, and then fill out a rather complicated expense form.
Kate is a scientist and educator at heart, and all this paperwork was a distraction.
Now with ABUKAI Expenses, she just takes photos of the receipts and is done. She no
longer has to worry about lost receipts, and ABUKAI takes care of filling out her expense
forms. Even though there is often no connectivity or only spotty coverage when she is
out in the field or travelling throughout Africa, she can continue using ABUKAI Expenses
anywhere she goes due to the unique ABUKAI design. With ABUKAI, Kate can focus fully
on her work and her passion!
“ABUKAI Expenses is saving me 7 hours every month! And I can use ABUKAI
anywhere - even in the middle of the bush, without infrastructure!
As a small charity I have to be a scientist, educator, accountant, PR officer,
Fundraiser etc. and so my time is valuable and the less I have to worry about
the accounting the more time I can focus using science and education to
conserve the African elephant.”
Dr. Kate Evans, Founder and Director of Research & Education
Elephants for Africa
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